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KS1 English activities 25.1.21 

Peru (non-fiction)  

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/countries/peru/ 
There are two versions of our Peru factsheet. The first one has slightly easier vocabulary and 
there is less to read. Please choose the most appropriate one for your child to use for the week. 
Make sure that you have permission from a grown up before going online. 

Monday 
25.1.21 

LO: To retrieve and summarise 
Now that we have met Paddington, we are going to find out about where he 
comes from – darkest Peru. Read through the factsheet and glossary – you might 
want to do that with a grown-up. Complete the retrieval and summary activities 
on page 5. 

Tuesday 
26.1.21 

LO: To deconstruct a factsheet 
Read through the factsheet again. Today we are deconstructing. Remember, this 
means that we are pulling it apart and looking for features and skills. We 
learned about subheadings during our fire safety topic. A subheading is used to 
organise a piece of writing into smaller chunks. Can you see any subheadings on 
the Peru factsheet? What else can you find? Use the checklist to show that you 
have found the features and skills. 

Wednesday 
27.1.21 

LO: To use words ending in er/est 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8mxrwx/articles/zwgbcwx Watch the video 
on adding the suffixes ed and ing. Today we are going to learn to add two new 
suffixes: er and est. When adding er and est, we compare things: big, bigger, 
biggest. In Year 1, children are expected to read and use words ending in er and 
est where there is no change to the spelling. In Year 2, children learn the spelling 
rules when adding er and est and they are expected to use this in their reading 
and writing. There are different activities for Y1 and Y2. Please choose the one 
that is most appropriate for your child. 

Thursday 
28.1.21 

LO: To research Peru 
What else would you like to find out about Peru? Write 3 questions you would 
like to ask. Now it is time to get researching. If you have lots of books at home, 
have a look to see if you can find one that might be useful. If not, use the 
internet. Remember to ask a grown up before going online. Record your 
questions and research on page 11. 

Friday 
29.1.21 

LO: To compose, edit and review a factsheet on Peru 
Now it’s your turn to create your own factsheet about Peru. Choose 4 or 5 
different things that you would like to write about. You might want to choose 
some of the research you did yesterday. Use the grid on page 12 or use some of 
your own plain/coloured paper. Use the checklists on page 13 and 14 to make 
sure that you have used lots of features and skills. When you have finished, edit 
and review your work. Have fun and be creative! 

  

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/countries/peru/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8mxrwx/articles/zwgbcwx
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OFFICIAL NAME: Republic of Peru 
CAPITAL: Lima 
POPULATION: 30,147,935 
OFFICIAL LANGUAGES: Spanish, Quechua 
MONEY: Nuevo Sol 
AREA: 1,285,216 square kilometres 
MAJOR MOUNTAIN RANGES: Andes 
MAJOR RIVERS: Amazon, Ucayali, Madre de Dios 

History 
One of the 

most 
important 
Peruvian 

cultures was 
the Inca, who lived in Peru around 600 years ago. The Incas 

built Machu Picchu (above), a famous ancient city in the Andes. 
Lots of people visit Machu Picchu to see the ruins. 

Where is Peru? 
Peru is in South America. It 
has mountains, deserts, 
rainforests and beaches. Most 
people live along the coast of 
the Pacific Ocean. The capital 
city is called Lima.  

Rainforest 
Nearly half of Peru is 
covered by the world’s 
largest rainforest – 
the Amazon. This huge 
jungle has lots of plants, 
animals and humans living 
in it. 

Plants and animals Because it has so many 
different ecosystems, Peru is home to a wider 
variety of plants and animals than most other 
countries on Earth.  

 

 People 
The people of 
Peru come 
from all over 
the world. 
Until recently, 
most people lived in the countryside, 
but now lots of people live in cities. 

Did you know that 
in just one square 
kilometre of 
Peruvian rainforest, 
there are more 
than 6,000 kinds 
of plants? 

 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/physical-geography/amazon-facts/
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OFFICIAL NAME: Republic of Peru 
CAPITAL: Lima 
POPULATION: 30,147,935 
OFFICIAL LANGUAGES: Spanish, Quechua 
MONEY: Nuevo Sol 
AREA: 1,285,216 square kilometres 
MAJOR MOUNTAIN RANGES: Andes 
MAJOR RIVERS: Amazon, Ucayali, Madre de Dios 

History 
Peru’s earliest 

inhabitants date 
back to more 
than 13,000 

years ago. One 
of the most important Peruvian cultures was the Inca, who lived in Peru 

around 600 years ago. Their capital, Cusco, is still a major city today. The 
Incas also built Machu Picchu (above), a famous ancient city in the Andes. 
Today, Machu Picchu’s spectacular ruins are a popular site for tourists. The 
Incas thrived for centuries before being conquered by the Spanish in 1532. 

Where is Peru? 
Peru is the third largest country 
in South America, after Brazil and 
Argentina. It is made up of a variety 
of landscapes, including mountains, 
deserts, rainforests and beaches. Most 
people live along the coast of 
the Pacific Ocean, where the 
capital, Lima, is located. Peru shares 
borders with five countries – Ecuador, Colombia, Brazil, Bolivia and Chile. 

Rainforest 
Nearly half of Peru is covered 
by the world’s largest 
rainforest – the Amazon. As 
well as thousands of 
fascinating plant and animal 
species, this huge jungle is 
home to hundreds of tribes, 
some of which may never have 
seen the outside world! 

Plants and animals 
Because it has so many 
different ecosystems, 
Peru is home to a wider 
variety of plants and 
animals than most other countries on Earth.  
 

Peru’s mountains support special types of 
grasses and plants, providing food for 

mammals like llamas, alpacas and 
vicuñas. One plant that grows in the 

Andes, the puya raimondi, grows for a 
hundred years before blooming! 

People 
The people of 
Peru are a 
diverse mix of 
different 
cultures. Until 
recently, most 
people lived in the countryside, but now more 
than 70 percent live in cities. Most Peruvians 
follow the Catholic religion introduced by the 
Spanish in the 16th century. 

Did you know that in just one 
square kilometre of Peruvian 
rainforest, there are more 
than 6,000 kinds of plants? 

 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/physical-geography/amazon-facts/
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Glossary  

Machu Picchu An ancient city built by the Inca. 

South America One of the seven continents (land mass). 

Pacific Ocean The largest ocean in the world. 

Lima The capital city of Peru. 

Amazon The largest rainforest in the world. 

ecosystems An area where living things depend on each other to survive. 
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Monday: Reading activity – To retrieve and summarise  

Read each statement and tick to say if it’s true or false:  

  true  false  
Peru is in South America.     
Nothing lives there.      
Most people live by the sea.      
There are mountains in Peru.     
There are no rainforests in Peru.     
  

Find and highlight the words:  

Nearly half of Peru is covered by the world’s largest rainforest – 
the Amazon. This huge jungle has lots of plants, animals and 
humans living in it. 

Because it has so many different ecosystems, Peru is home to a 
wider variety of plants and animals than most other countries on 
Earth.  

rainforest 

Amazon 

ecosystems 

variety 

Earth  

 
Summarise 3 things that you have learned about Peru: 

1. _____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

2. _____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

3. _____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Next step: Ask a question about Peru. What would you like to know? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/physical-geography/amazon-facts/
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Tuesday: To deconstruct a factsheet 
Find and highlight the features of the factsheet. Tick to show that you have found them. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Features   
I found 

it!  

Main heading   

Subheadings    

pictures (how many did 
you find?) 

  

facts    

Did you know…    

 

Next step: How many plural words can you find? Make a list of them.  
Remember, plurals tell us that there is more than one and often end in s or es. 

Skill Has the author 
used it? 

noun phrase/ 
adjective 

 

and    but    so  

because  when  

question  
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Wednesday: To use words ending in er/est 

We call these 
adjectives 
comparative and 
superlative 
adjectives. 

When we compare 
two things we use 
comparative 
adjectives.  

When we compare 
three or more things 
we use superlative 
adjectives. 

When we are using 
comparative and 
superlative adjectives, 
we often use the 
suffixes -er and -est. 

Adding -er and -est to these words is quite easy! 

short + er = shorter short + est = shortest 

long + er = longer long + est = longest 

great + er = greater great + est = greatest 
 

Can you add -er and -est to these words?  

 + er + est 

slow   

tall   
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Wednesday: To use words ending in er/est (Y1 – no spelling change) 

 + er + est 

small  

  

rich  
  

soft  
  

fast  
  

warm  
  

loud  
  

Now write some sentences using some of your new words from the table above. 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________  
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Wednesday: To use words ending in er/est (Y2 – spelling rules) 

Suffix spelling rules 

There are four spelling rules to remember when adding suffixes.  

Watch the following clip to learn the spelling rules that come with adding suffixes to the end of 
words: -er, -ing, -est, -ed and -y. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zcqt2v4  

 

  

Rule 1: For words ending in two 
consonants, add the suffix to the root 
word. 

For example: smart + er = smarter 

Rule 2: For words that have a short 
vowel sound followed by a consonant, 
double the last letter then add the 
suffix. 

For example: mop + ed = mopped 

Rule 3: For words ending in a 
consonant followed by an ’e’, you need 
to drop the ‘e’ before you add the 
suffix. 

For example: fierce + est = fiercest 

Rule 4: For words that end in a 
consonant and a ‘y’, change the ‘y’ to 
an ‘i’ and then add the suffix. 

For example: cry + ed = cried 

However if the suffix you want to add 
starts with an ‘i', you keep the original 
‘y’ so that you don’t end up with a 
double ‘i’. 

For example: cry + ing = crying 

 

 
Vowels are the letters a, e, i, o and u. 
Consonants are all the other letters. 

 

Root words are the basic words that 
are used to form other words. They 
haven't had prefixes or suffixes added 
to them yet. 

 

Now complete the activity on page 10. 

  

Next step: Look back at the Peru 
factsheet and glossary. How many 
words can you find ending in er 
and est? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zcqt2v4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zcqt2v4
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Wednesday: To use words ending in er/est (Y2 – spelling rules) 

Rule 1: just add er/est + er + est 

small   

soft   

loud   
 

Rule 2: double the final 
consonant + er + est 

wet   

hot   

sad   
 

Rule 3: drop the ‘e’ + er + est 

brave   

rude   

close   
 

Rule 4: change the y to an i + er + est 

happy   

easy   

shiny   

Now write some sentences using some of your new words from the tables above. 

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________ 
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Thursday: To research Peru 

What else would you like to find out about Peru? Choose 3 
questions, get researching and record what you have found out.  

Question 1: ________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
What I have found out: ______________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Question 2: ________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
What I have found out: ______________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Question 3: ________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
What I have found out: ______________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Friday: To compose a factsheet on Peru 
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Friday: To edit and review 

Tick to show that you have done it. If you have any crosses (be honest) these are 
things that you could add to your writing. Don’t forget to check for spelling too. 

Success Criteria 
Peru factsheet 

 

I think  
My 

grown 
up thinks 

I can use capital letters      

I can use full stops      

I can use finger spaces      

I can use a main heading (Peru)     

I can use subheadings   

I can use pictures     

I can use facts     

I can use er   est   
Other writing skills I have used are: 
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Writing skills we have learned so far:  

Skill Example  

Noun phrases  

adjective + noun or 

adjective + 
adjective + noun 

sticky marmalade 

soft silky fur 

cream bun 

big red bus 

Coordinating 
conjunctions 

and but so 

He didn’t know what to do so he called for help. 

Subordinating 
conjunctions 

because when 

When Paddington was in the bathroom, he made a big 
mess. 

Question sentences Where did he come from? 

Why has he got a red hat? 

Contracted words I’m can’t don’t 

I’ve  wasn’t couldn’t 

I’ll shouldn’t  
 

Suffixes  ing/ed 

skipping  skipped 

sailing   sailed 

s/es 

plants   animals 

foxes   wishes 

er/est 

larger   largest 

longer   longest 

Non-negotiables (These are the things that you are expected to do – always!) 

 


